Talking Sport
Episode 46: Im Dong-Hyun
Archer

1) 'Part' phrases
In the video we heard that Im Dong-Hyun was 'part of' the South Korean archery
team's success:
"South Korea won the team gold at both Beijing and Athens and Dong-Hyun was
part of that team success but so far no Korean archer has ever won a men's
individual Olympic gold."
Below are some phrases with 'part':
part of the furniture:

a person who has visited a place so often
for so long, they seem part of the place

take part:

to be involved

for the most part:

mostly, usually

part and parcel of something:

a necessary feature of something

Now complete the sentences with the correct phrase from above. The
form of the phrase may need to be changed.
1. Eating healthy food is ____________________ of being an athlete. You must
do it.
2. ____________________ Sam was a very tidy housemate, but he did leave
dirty dishes from time to time.
3. He has been working for the company so long he is ____________________!
4. She ____________________ in the school sports day last week.
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2) 'Far' phrases
In the video we heard that 'so far' no South Korean archer has won an individual
Olympic gold medal:
"South Korea won the team gold at both Beijing and Athens and Dong-Hyun was
part of that team success but so far no Korean archer has ever won a men's
individual Olympic gold."
Below are some phrases with 'far':
so far:

up to now

so far so good:

to refer to something that has gone well up to now

far from it:

definitely not

as far as I can tell:

this is what I know based on the facts I have

Now complete the sentences with the correct phrase. The form of the
phrase may need to be changed.
1. A: Does Sarah's job pay her well?
B: _______________. They don't pay her a good wage at all.
2. There have been five winners of the singing competition _______________. I
wonder who will win it next year.
3. _______________ the company isn't doing very well. I read an article about it
this morning.
4. A: How is your husband's new job going?
B: _______________.
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Answers
1) 'Part' phrases
1. Eating healthy food is part and parcel of being an athlete. You must
do it.
2. For the most part Sam was a very tidy housemate, but he did leave dirty
dishes from time to time.
3. He has been working for the company so long he is part of the furniture!
4. She took part in the school sports day last week.

2) 'Far' phrases
1. A: Does Sarah's job pay her well?
B: Far from it. They don't pay her a good wage at all.
2. There have been five winners of the singing competition so far. I
wonder who will win it next year.
3. As far as I can tell the company isn't doing very well. I read an article about it
this morning.
4. A: How is your husband's new job going?
B: So far so good.
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Script
Presenter

Hi I'm Natalie and welcome to Talking Sport.
Today we’re hearing about an archer from South Korea and we will be learning the
phrase 'best hope'.
Im Dong-Hyun is an archer from South Korea.
At this year's Olympics he is hoping to win his first individual medal for archery.
BBC reporter John Sudworth has been to meet Im Dong-Hyun.
Listen for the phrase 'best hope' and listen for what medal the South Korean archery
team won at the Beijing and Athens Olympic Games.
Clip
Im Dong-Hyun is probably South Korean archery's best hope of an individual gold
Olympic medal at London 2012. South Korea won the team gold at both Beijing and
Athens and Dong-Hyun was part of that team success but so far no Korean archer
has ever won a men's individual Olympic gold.
Presenter

Listen again for the phrase 'best hope' and listen for what medal the South Korean
archery team won at the Beijing and Athens Olympic Games.
Clip
Im Dong-Hyun is probably South Korean archery's best hope of an individual gold
Olympic medal at London 2012. South Korea won the team gold at both Beijing
and Athens and Dong-Hyun was part of that team success but so far no Korean
archer has ever won a men's individual Olympic gold.
Presenter

We heard the phrase 'best hope'.
In this context best hope means the person who has the best chance of success.
"Im Dong-Hyun is probably South Korean archery's best hope of an individual gold
medal."
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Did you hear what medal the South Korean archery team won at the Olympic games
in Beijing and Athens?
Yes, it was a gold medal.
"South Korea won the team gold at both Beijing and Athens"
Well we have heard that South Korea has won the team Olympic gold medal in
archery but has never won an individual Olympic gold medal in archery.
So who do people in London think is Britain's best hope for a gold medal in this year's
Olympics?
Vox pops
I think the cyclist Chris Hoy is Britain's best hope for an Olympic gold medal.
I think the diver Tom Daley is Britain's best hope for an Olympic gold medal.
I think the athlete Jessica Ennis is Britain's best hope for an Olympic gold medal.
On screen
I think the cyclist Chris Hoy is Britain's best hope for an Olympic gold medal.
I think the diver Tom Daley is Britain's best hope for an Olympic gold medal.
I think the athlete Jessica Ennis is Britain's best hope for an Olympic gold medal.
Presenter
I'm Natalie and that’s all from Talking Sport.
See you next time.
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